
70 Batesford road, Chadstone



Let hoLmes 
hiLL Be Your 
new home
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Graced with a striking contemporary aesthetic and a 

wonderful sense of open living, Holmes Hill Apartments 

is a stylish new development offering one and two 

bedroom apartments in one of Melbourne’s most 

convenient lifestyle locations.

Positioned only 18 kilometres south-east of the CBD in 

the well-established suburb of Chadstone, this architect 

designed complex consists of 212 premier apartments 

on 6 levels, with each thoughtful residence showcasing 

innovative modern interiors and clever floor plans 

allowing for comfortable and sophisticated living both 

inside and out.

With an array of outstanding lifestyle attractions 

and amenities in the area, including the renowned 

Chadstone Shopping Centre only minutes away, Holmes 

Hill Apartment is the perfect opportunity for first home 

buyers or investors looking for a high-yield rental option 

in a thriving location.



fantastiC open-pLan 
Living makes eaCh 
ChiC apartment a 
pLeasure to Come 
home to everY night.

Artist’s impression - not actual view



a superB BLend of 
modern eLeganCe and 
reLaxed Comfort.
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If you’re searching for a vibrant yet peaceful lifestyle hub 

then Holmes Hill Apartments is the place for you. With 

some of Melbourne best shopping, serene parks and 

reserves, and recreation activities only a stone’s throw 

away, you’ll always find a way to relax and enjoy your 

leisure time.

Enjoy a coffee or a bite to eat in the ground floor cafe/

restaurant and grab your everyday essentials from the 

well stocked supermarket, one of the variety of shops 

located in your building.

Nearby, Chadstone Shopping Centre is the largest retail 

complex in the entire southern hemisphere, offering 

visitors over 500 speciality shops with boutique clothing, 

cafes and restaurants, major supermarkets, Hoyts 

cinema, and tenpin bowling.

Neighbouring parks, recreation reserves, and walking 

and bike tracks are a little slice of nature not far from 

your doorstep. The nearby Malvern Valley Golf Course 

is an ideal spot for a hit on the weekend, and to get 

the blood flowing there is also the Waverley Basketball 

Centre only metres away.

everYthing  
at Your door
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THE GOOD GUYS

OFFICE WORKS

HOLMESGLEN STATION

HOLMESGLEN TAFE

CHADSTONE SHOPPING CENTRE
• Coles 
• David Jones
• Apple Store
• Hoyts Cinema
• Coco Black
• AMF Bowling

• Burberry
• Chanel
• Gucci 
• Hugo Boss
• Tiffany & Co
   and a lot more...

Perfectly positioned in a prime tree-lined street 

away from the action, Holmes Hill Apartments is the 

definition of quiet convenience.

City commuters have all their bases covered with 

quick and easy access to the Monash Freeway, while 

Holmesglen Station on the Glen Waverley line will take 

you only a couple of minutes to reach by foot. There 

are also many local buses operating in the area, so 

getting anywhere is a breeze.

The Holmesglen TAFE Chadstone campus is mere 

moments from your address, while the local Matthew 

Flinders Hotel is a welcome stop if you’re after a 

satisfying bistro meal or a Friday night drink after a 

long week at work.

a worLd of 
possiBiLities
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16 mins 
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hoLmeshiLL.Com.au
1800 331 339

This document has been prepared for marketing purposes only. C&K Group Investment Pty Ltd do not warrant, confirm or represent, either expressly or impliedly, the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document or that it is correct. All interested parties should make their own enquiries and consult their 
professional adviser as to the information and representations contained in this document and its accuracy. C&K Group Investment Pty Ltd, to the extent permitted by 
law, exclude all liability for loss or damage arising from any reliances placed on this document.


